The widespread phenomenon of polysemy has been always a controversial and troublesome issue for linguists. However, in this study an attempt has been made to investigate translating polysemous word over, from English into Persian with the help of Tehran English-Persian Parallel Corpus (TEP), a corpus borrowed from Tehran University. For such an examination, the framework was based on the semantic network of over which was suggested by Tyler and Evans (2001). In this process, English semantic network of over, in different sentences with different senses were identified and the phrases and sentences including the considered polysemous word and their Persian translations were compared with each other. In the Persian version, the most intended meanings have been understood carefully and transferred into TT.
Introduction
It is a linguistic convention that language, in both spoken and written forms, is message-oriented and serves a specific intended function so as to "pass on information" and "maintain social relationships" Nguyen Hoa (2004, p. 16) . Prepositions are considered to be words which bear several meanings, even though their linguistic form remains consistent. Prepositions are highly polysemous in understanding the whole meaning of an utterance. This difficulty becomes more challengeable when a translator attempts to perceive the meaning of the source text correctly and then transfers it to the readers of the target one. So here the problem would be defined as two levels, first, understanding the meaning of the text rightly and second, translation of the text. Polysemy comes from Greek poly (many) and semy (to do with meaning as in semantics) and it happen when a word acquires a wide range of meaning. Therefore, a polysemous word is a word with different meanings and, therefore, a problematic ambiguity becomes the first issue whenever these words are used. Quiroge-clare (2003) claims that Polysemous words are the most common types of words causing ambiguity. According to Mason "adults realize that many words are polysemous, that without context words can be characterized by more than one meaning, and that only through context is a particular meaning obtainable" (1976, p. 4).
The differences between polysemy and homonym:
"Polysemy can be defined as one form (written or spoken) having multiple meanings that are related by extension" (Yule, 2010, p. 120) .Radford held that most words are polysemy, as by passing time they may gain marginal meaning which are derived from the central one (1999, p. 263) . According to Palmer (1976) a polysemous word is treated as one entry while homonyms are treated as different entries. This claim would be a great help in distinguishing between polysemy and homonym."Homonyms are words that have separate histories and meanings, but they have accidentally come to have exactly the same form" (Yule, 2010, p. 120) .
Radial categories:
Bloomfield (1933) believed that from the traditional point of view, the lexicon has been regarded as items which attained their meaning arbitrarily, with considering the regularity and productivity associated with language taking place in the syntax. Tyler and Evan held as a result of this perspective that the lexicon is "a static set of words and word senses, tagged with features for syntactic, morphological and semantic information, ready to be inserted into syntactic frames with appropriately matching features" (2001, p. 725) .
Cognitive linguists try to interpret semantic networks on the basis of human perception, human experiences. It is assumed that different meanings of a polysemous word form a semantic network which extends from the primary sense suggested by Rosch (1975) to its sub-categories, described as a "radial category" which is introduced by Lakoff (1987) .
Radial categories are based on semantic networks. A crucial feature of these networks is that they are placed around a core meaning which is generally called prototype. So prototypes are considered as good examples of a particular category. However the idea of radiality is in strong opposition toward Aristotle category which all members of anycategory should have all determined feature, if not, they become excluded from the category.
By considering all these together, in cognitive semantic approach, the different meanings of a polysemous item like prepositions are regarded to form a family resemblance network. This is a prototype-based network where the relations among its members are highly motivated. Brugman and Lakoff (2003) believe that in the general theory, the links between members of the network are not arbitrary. The theory of radial categories comes with acharacterization of possible link types. In the case of polysemy, the link types are the types of relations linking the senses of the word. In general, some of the links may involve shared information, some may involve relation between a general and a specific case, and some may be metaphoric…. But, overall, there isonly a small number of types of relations between senses of words…." Nerliche, Todd, and Herman in their book" trends in linguistics" (2003) held that cognitive linguistics postulated the notion of embodied meaning: the meanings related to many individual lexemes are instantiated in memory not in terms of features, nor as abstract propositions, but rather as imagistic, schematic representations. Such image-schemas are considered to be embodied, in the sense that they arise from perceptual reanalysis of recurring patterns in routine physical experience.
II. Background:
Polysemy and the translation of the polysemous words have been studied from different perspectives. Golfam and Yousefi Rad (2009) investigated the Persian polysemous preposition /dar/ from the pedagogical perspective. Nguyễn HảiHà (2012) in an MA thesis worked on examining linguistic ambiguity as a source of constructing funniness in English verbal jokes. Shirai (1990) has studied prototype and metaphorical extension, the polysemy of put. Evans and Tyler (2001) have worked on reconsidering prepositional polyhsemy networks: the case of over. Kamakura (2011) studied collocation and preposition sense. Mahpeykar and Tyler (2011) examined the semantics of the Persian preposition [be]by applying the principled polysemy model. The effect of Persian polysemy on the interpretation of English sentences is another attempt which has been done by Samanianpour and Hashemian (2011) .
III.
Methodology:
Design of the study
The present research is a descriptive study in which different usages of the preposition "over" were investigated according to the semantic network presented by Tyler and Evans (2001) . Since the main aim of this paper was to show how these distinct senses had been translated into Persian, it was required to collect the data from the TEP corpus. First, the sentences and phrases containing over from the TEP corpus were gathered along with their Persian translations. ii.
After collecting data, many usages of the preposition were categorized based on the semantic network of over which is suggested by Tyler and Evans (2001) .
The semantic network for over (Tyler and Evans 2003a: 80)
The semantic network of over ,which is given, here shows that the prototype at the center is surrounded by the peripheral senses and connected through clusters which represent attributes and which group similar senses together. TR cannot hover and must return to the ground; and use of over is to designate the key spatial/functional configuration (i.e. the TR being higher than the LM in position but this configuration is temporary. Since, the TR returns to the ground again).
1. Pas na, 'azroyehesarparidam, zānömkharāshide shod. 1. So, no. l jump over the fence, I scraped my knee.
2. önzane 'alān'azröyenardehparid pain. 2. That woman just jumped over the side of the ship! According to the available translation of these sentences in the corpus, the concept of jumping from the starting point A, then hovering B, returning to the ground C was translated truly. TR here in the example 1 is a person and 2 is a woman. LM in example 1 is fence as translated by [hesār] and in example 2 is the side of the ship which is translated as [nardeyekeshti] i. On the other side of 1. vaManchester daghighanposhtesare in nardehāst, doroste. 1. Now, the Winchester is just over that fence, all right.
The trajectory is Winchester. The considered sense of over is being located at a place where human's eyes can look at it from the far. In the Persian version, this sense of over is translated as [poshtenardehā] .
ii. The above-and-beyond (excess I) sense
When the TR misses the target, it goes above and beyond the LM. In sentence 1 we cannot interpret the higher physical position of TR rather than the LM. However the considered sense here is an excess meaning, passing a definite limitation. In the TT, this sense was pointed out by [bish 'az] .
In example 2, there is an implicit meaning that the LM here beach, represents an intended goal or target and the TR, chopper, moved beyond the intended, or desired point. In the Persian version of the sentence, this concept was transmitted by [rad shod].
iii. The completion sense 1. kheilikhobnamāyeshtamum shod. 1. All right. Show's over.
